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Claiming Your Magic 

Brigid’s Grove 
Prepared for our Creative Spirit Circle. 

http://brigidsgrove.com/come-join-the-circle
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Listen. 
The veil is thin. 
I spin the web. 
I call the circle. 

I honor the ancestors. 
I am she who  

weaves the whole 
She who  

holds the all 
She who  

knows the pattern of the ages. 
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“Everyone can do the life-changing, world-renewing work of magic...the Dalai Lama said, ‘It’s not 

enough to pray and meditate; you must act if you want to see results.’ We are called to offer real 

service to others, to the Goddess. That service may take many forms: mopping the floor after the party, 

priestessing rituals, healing, planning, teaching, carrying the heavy cauldron from the car, sitting with 

a dying friend, writing up the minutes for a neighborhood meeting, organizing a protest to protect a 

sacred place from development, writing letters to Congress, training others in nonviolent civil 

disobedience, growing food, or changing the baby’s diapers. All of these can be life-changing, world-

renewing acts of magic...” 

—Starhawk & Valentine, The Twelve Wild Swans 

 

 

All We Need to Make Magic 
 

“The tools are unimportant; we have all we need to make magic: our bodies, our breath, our voices, 

each other.”  

 

–Starhawk 

 

One year as November drew to a rainy close, we had a small family full moon ritual on our back deck 

and incorporated a simple gratitude ritual into it. The sky was overcast so we couldn’t actually see the 

moon, but my four-year-old daughter wanted to get out glow sticks 

left over from Halloween. We had so much fun dancing around with 

them and making patterns together in the dark night. We sang a 

chant that I made up that week: 

 

Hallowed evening 

Hallowed night 

We dance in the shadows 

We offer our light. 

 

We then did a simple gratitude practice by placing corn kernels in a 

jar, one for each thing we are grateful for from the past month. We 

started out slowly and taking turns and then we sped up and the 

gratitude offerings came tumbling out, over one another. Even the then one-year-old added corn, 

rapidly yet with great concentration to make it actually go in the jar. We drummed and called out, “We 

are ALIVE! We are GRATEFUL! We are POWERFUL! We are CREATIVE!” When we finally 

decided to close our ritual and go back inside, the moon peeked out from behind the clouds to briefly 

say hello and it felt like a blessing on the magic we’d just created together. 

 

As we went back inside, I felt relaxed, happy, and connected. For being something very simple, not 

particularly pre-planned, and semi-chaotic, it felt like one of our deepest and most connected personal 

family rituals. The quote above from Starhawk floated back into my mind and I reflected that when I 

try “too hard” to get things ready for a perfect ritual, I often end up feeling disappointed. Sometimes I 

feel like giving up on holding ceremonies with my children entirely. Several years ago, as we prepared 

to walk our Winter Solstice Spiral, the baby had a poopy diaper that extended up his back. I often end 

up snapping critically at whomever isn’t doing it “right.” My boys make fart jokes. My husband gives 

long-suffering sighs. Our circle looks more like a lopsided peanut. Our humming together is discordant 

https://www.amazon.com/Twelve-Wild-Swans-Journey-Healing/dp/0062516698
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and off-key. As we lie on the ground together on the Spring Equinox to do our “Earth Listening” 

practice together, the kids wiggle and fight, pushing one another off the blanket and exclaiming in loud 

voices so no one can hear what we’re listening for. We listen to a shamanic drumming CD, but the only 

one to reach a trance state is the baby as I pace back and forth with him in a baby carrier. The four year 

old ends up crying because she doesn’t see anything and she wanted to see something cool. 

Martyrpriestess emerges to complain that she doesn’t know why she even bothers trying to do nice 

things for anyone if this is how you’re all going to act.  

 

I return to our Full Moon gratitude ritual. My oldest son, then 12, whose height is rapidly extending 

into manhood, totes his tiny brother on one hip with practiced ease, offering his own glow stick and 

helping my little one hold his into the air. He expresses gratitude for the fun he’s been having this 

month with his new video game and, “I’m grateful for you for doing things like this with us, Mom.” 

 

My second son, then 9, my bravest child, crawls willingly into the darkness under the deck to retrieve 

lost glow sticks, poked purposefully down porch cracks by the one year old. He returns, triumphant, 

holding the bundle of sticks aloft. 

 

My daughter, nearly five, tips her face back, looking up at me with eyes alight, “I’m glad to be a 

Goddess Girl!” she calls out… 

 

I dream of a sacred fire where  

a family circles 

arms linked 

as one. 

Shared dream 

shared harvest 

shared blessing 

of family, spirit, hearth, and home. 

Light the fire 

with your children. 

Sing with your partner. 

Create a temple 

of your hearts 

hands 

and bodies. 

 

 

 

 

 “It’s about opening yourself to magic and surrendering yourself to the ancient, magical powers–the 

basic natural laws of the universe–and letting them work within and through you. Although it requires 

your full attention, life continues, and you quickly learn to live in multiple dimensions simultaneously.” 

 

–Nicki Scully, Sekhmet 
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Claim Your Magic: The Witch’s Hat 

 
“What do you know of the negative associations with 

the word Witch? How do you feel about the fact that so 

many witches were persecuted and burned in medieval 

times? Would you like to see witches and Goddess-

religion made acceptable in today’s society?” 

 

–Shekhinah Mountainwater, Ariadne’s Thread 

 

"“Reclaiming 'witch' cannot really be done without 

reclaiming women's power in general. Witches . . . take 

pride in women's power. They are not beholden, they 

are independent in their power. They don't have to ask 

their father or their brother or their husband, or son 

what they should do. Witches are the power within 

themselves.  

--Judika Illes 

 

While perhaps the answers to these questions seem very obvious to people immersed in women’s 

spirituality, paganism, and goddess traditions, to many women interested in women's circles and Red 

Tents they are significant ones. And, they are very relevant to priestesses like me who work with the 

general public, rather than specifically pagan-identified groups, for Red Tent Circles and other 

gatherings. It is important to turn over and acknowledge the ways in which the word "witch" can be 

used to oppress people or to stifle their curiosity and personal expression as well as even prevent 

involvement with the work you offer. 

 

Last year we began a small study group using the classic women’s spirituality guidebook Ariadne’s 

Thread. One of the topics of our first meeting is the fear many women have of the word “witch.” This 

comes up in the Red Tent and Practical Priestessing classes I teach also. Indeed, when I plan Red Tent 

events, though I do use goddess imagery and I am extremely goddess-oriented in my personal 

spirituality, I am careful not to include the word “goddess” in the chants or rituals, because I want to 

make sure to speak to the womanspirit within all of us, rather than being associated with any one 

framework of belief. Red Tent spaces have the ability to transcend any particular belief system and 

welcome women of many backgrounds, inclinations, and beliefs. They aren’t specifically “Goddess 

circles,” though they honor the divine feminine through their very being. 

 

Once at meeting for breastfeeding women, I mentioned wanting to start a group called “mothercraft” or 

“womancraft.” Another woman there said it sounded interesting, but if that is what it was called she 

would never come because it sounded too much like “witchcraft.” I think many women retain a deep-

seated, historically rooted fear of being labeled witches. Maybe that sounds silly, but this fear is a real 

one. It is important for women to gather in sacred circles together without fear of labeling (or of 

needing to identify as anything other than women’s enjoying a women’s circle!), but it is also 

important to look at the word “witch” and explore why it might feel so scary to be thought so. 

 

I appreciate this no-nonsense quote from Starhawk about the power of the word “witch” in her essay 

Earth, Spirit, and Action: Letting the Wildness In: “The word ‘Witch’ has power. If we don’t 

examine it and counter its negative associations, if we don’t go through that process with it, then 

http://www.embodiedway.com/reclaiming-the-witch-reinstating-womens-power-through-rewriting-the-myth-of-witchcraft/
http://brigidsgrove.com/red-tent-initiation-program
http://brigidsgrove.com/practicalpriestessing
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it’s like a stick to beat you with.” 

 

This connects to a recent article about young women and women’s spirituality in which we find this 

wonderful gem: 

 

“the task of reclaiming the witch is a fundamentally poetic one.” –Sady Doyle 

 

In her article, Doyle also quotes Starhawk: 

 

“I think that part of the power of the word is that it refers to a kind of power that is not legitimized by the 

authorities,” Starhawk says. 

 

“Even though not all witches are women, and a 

lot of men are witches, it seems to connote 

women’s power in particular. And that’s very 

scary in a patriarchal world – the kind of power 

that’s not just coming from the hierarchical 

structure, but some kind of inner power. And to 

use it to serve the ends that women have always 

stood for, like nurturing and caring for the next 

generation – that, I think, is a wonderfully 

dangerous prospect.” 

 

via Season of the witch: why young women are 

flocking to the ancient craft | World news | The 

Guardian. 

One of the classes I took for my M.Div degree at 

Ocean Seminary College was called 

Stigmatization of the Witch. It was a very 

intense, sad, and challenging class. One of the 

lasting lessons from it for me was this:  

 

…when political and religious tides were turning in the ancient world, those who wanted to dominate 

and control didn’t go for the leaders of countries, for political heads of states, or for those in powerful 

jobs, they went for the priestesses. They went for women who held the cultural stories and ritual 

language of the people. They went for the healers and nurturers and those who took care of others. They 

destroyed temples and sacred images and books. They almost succeeded in total eradication of the role 

of priestess from the world and worked really hard to take midwives and wisewomen out completely as 

well… 

 

In the Womanrunes system, the Witch’s Hat rune is the Rune of Magic. It is a strong rune, one that asks 

you to stand up, to name and claim, to be unapologetic and unafraid and…to claim your magic. In the 

closing pages of this packet, I have included a Witch’s Hat card layout as well as a Cauldron layout.  

 

Feel free to give them a try alone or with a group and claim your magic! 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/24/witch-symbol-feminist-power-azealia-banks
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/24/witch-symbol-feminist-power-azealia-banks
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/24/witch-symbol-feminist-power-azealia-banks
https://www.etsy.com/listing/201511649/womanrunes-a-guide-to-their-use-and?ref=shop_home_active_1
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Blessing from the Harvest Queen 

May the sunset cloak of shorter days 
enfold you 
 
May you dance with the patterns of 
crimson and gold leaves 
 
May you sing with owl and coyote in 
crisp moonlight 
 
May you savor the orangeness of 
pumpkin and yam 
 
and feel the sweetness of honey on 
your tongue. 
 
May you listen to the dreams of seed 
corn 
 
May elderberry strengthen you with 
stored sunshine 
 
May persimmon grant you a fleeting 
hello 
 
May the poignant flare of an October 
rose 
 
kiss you with hope. 
 
May your rooms be wreathed with 
smiles. 
 
And, may you remember the grace and wisdom 
found in both gathering and releasing. 
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Hecate of the Three Ways 

She who shows her incisors 
 
She who midwifes death 
 
She who illuminates the crossroads. 
 
She who gathers and releases 
 
She who creates and destroys. 
 
She who covers and reveals. 
 
She is the darkness and the light within it. 
 
She is the crossroads and the path. 
 
She is the guardian and the wayshower 
 
before her and behind her is the knowing unknown. 
 

Honey Roasted Vegetables Recipe 
My family delights in the orange vegetables of autumn with regular helpings of roasted fall vegetables. 
Here is our simple recipe. Enjoy! 
 

 ½ stick butter (4 TB) 

 ¼ c. honey (more or less according to taste) 
 Sprinkle of salt 

 3 large peeled and chunked sweet potatoes 
 1 lbs baby carrots (one bag) or 4-5 large carrots peeled and sliced 
 
Optional: half of an acorn squash, peeled and chunked 
 
While you are cutting the vegetables, preheat the oven to 350. Put the honey and butter into a cake pan 
and set it in the oven to melt (about 7 minutes). Toss the cut up vegetables in the melted honey and 
butter mixture and return to the oven for 45-60 minutes, stirring/tossing every 15 minutes. Vegetables 
are most delicious when they have some browned areas and are caramelized. 
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Claim Your Magic 
Witch’s Hat Layout  

 

1 2 

3 

1: The Witch’s Hat. 

Rune of Magic. 

Spells. 

Reserve the Witch's Hat out of the Womanrunes deck, then choose:  

1. Left card = what are you afraid of?  

2. Right card = what is your magic?  

3. Top card = action. How to get there.   
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Cauldron Layout 

Adding  

Steeping 

Dishing 

Reserve the Cauldron card from the deck. 

1. What are you bringing to the mix? What are you adding to the Cauldron? 

What flavors are you mixing in? This might be something you’ve been reluc-

tant to share or it might be a promise you’re keeping to yourself. 

2. What needs time to steep to reach its full potential and maximum flavor? 

What is marinating and soaking and reaching for deepness and richness and 

complexity? What does your body need? What does she know? 

3. What are you serving up? What are you offering? When it is time for the feast, 

what will you share? 
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Come join the Circle! 

Membership in the Creative Spirit Circle is FREE and packed with beautiful, bountiful 

resources, including: 

 a free Womanrunes e-course  

 Companion online classroom 

 Goddess Studies and Ritual course 

 weekly virtual circles in our Facebook group 

 Red Tent and ritual resources 

 blessing posters and mandalas 

 access to Divine Imperfections sculptures 

 monthly Creative Spirit Circle Journal filled with resources such as ceremony outlines, 

articles, book recommendations, sneak peeks, and special freebies. 

Claim your place in the Circle: brigidsgrove.com/come-join-the-circle 

http://eepurl.com/Mav7b
http://mysteryschoolofthegoddess.com/courses/175/about
http://mysteryschoolofthegoddess.com/courses/434/about
http://mysteryschoolofthegoddess.com/courses/374/about
https://www.facebook.com/groups/722938817814977/
http://brigidsgrove.com/come-join-the-circle
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Red Tent Initiation Program 

Following the spiral path of maiden, mother, and crone… 

This online course is both a powerful, personal experience 

AND a training in facilitating transformative women’s circles. 

You will listen to your deep self, access your inner wisdom 

and prepare to step into circle as guardian and guide for 

other women who are hungering for depth, connection, 

restoration, and renewal in today’s busy world. 

 

Practical Priestessing 

 

Do you feel that divine hum of resonance in your bones when you 
hear the word Priestess?  Do you want to learn tools, resources, 
and rituals for practical priestessing? 
 
This is a comprehensive six-month long, in depth priestess initiation 
program for women called to vocational priestess work. 

www.brigidsgrove.com 

 

 

Connect with Brigid’s Grove:  
 

 · brigidsgrove.com 

· facebook.com/brigidsgrove 

· instagram.com/brigidsgrove 

· brigidsgrove.etsy.com 

· twitter.com/brigidsgrove 

· Creative Spirit Circle Facebook Group:  

facebook.com/groups/

brigidsgrovecreativespiritcircle 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/722938817814977/
http://brigidsgrove.etsy.com/
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About the author: 

Molly has been “gathering the women” to circle, sing, 

celebrate, and share since 2008. She plans and 

facilitates women’s circles, Red Tents, seasonal retreats and 

rituals, Pink Tent mother-daughter circles, and family 

ceremonies in rural Missouri and teaches online courses in 

Red Tent facilitation and Practical Priestessing. 

 

Molly is a priestess who holds MSW, M.Div, and D.Min 

degrees. She wrote her dissertation about contemporary 

priestessing in the U.S. 

 

Molly is the author of Womanrunes, Earthprayer, and The 

Red Tent Resource Kit. She writes about women’s circles, 

nature, practical priestessing, creativity, family ritual, and the goddess at Brigid’s Grove . 

 

About Brigid’s Grove: 

Molly and Mark co-create original goddess sculptures, 

goddess pendants, and ceremony kits at brigidsgrove.com 

(and etsy!). They publish Womanrunes sets based on the 

work of Shekhinah Mountainwater. 

Brigid's Grove integrates Molly's priestess work with our 

family's shared interests in ceremony,  thealogy, art, 

gemstones, metalwork, nature, and intentional, creative 

living.  

Brigid is the Irish triple goddess of smithcraft, poetry, and 

midwifery. She is also a Christian saint associated with 

midwives, birthing mothers, and infants.  

https://www.amazon.com/Earthprayer-Birthprayer-Lifeprayer-Womanprayer-Molly/dp/150075658X?
http://www.brigidsgrove.com/red-tent-initiation-program/
http://www.brigidsgrove.com/practicalpriestessing/
http://www.brigidsgrove.com/womanrunes/
https://www.amazon.com/Earthprayer-Birthprayer-Lifeprayer-Womanprayer-Molly/dp/150075658X?
https://www.etsy.com/listing/230885054/red-tent-resource-kit-complete-ceremony
https://www.etsy.com/listing/230885054/red-tent-resource-kit-complete-ceremony
http://brigidsgrove.com/blog
http://brigidsgrove.com/
http://brigidsgrove.etsy.com/
https://www.etsy.com/listing/201511649/womanrunes-a-guide-to-their-use-and?ref=shop_home_active_1

